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AVAILABLE JUNE 19TH 2017 

CONTENT 

This major release provides enhancements, improvements and fixes for vsmStudio. 

This release refers to: 

- vsmStudio built 2166, and all components listed below 

MAJOR CHANGES 

 
SDP Patching: A feature within VSM to create signal paths from IP Streams using provided SDP information from 
source devices to enable target devices to perform IGMP Requests. This feature can be understood as “Patching”, 
which is not meant to be clean switching!  

SDP Patching does not require “SOUL” for operation, as it is a vsmStudio integral feature. There is no integral 
network infrastructure control with SDP patching, so network switches will stay “untouched” by this feature. For 
SDP Patching, vsmStudio must have a connection to the controlled network device which provides a stream. The 
connection to a node could either be directly through vsmStudio or through vsmGadgetServer. Currently 
supported are network nodes from Lawo, GV, and S-A-M. 

WYSIWYG panel editor: In vsmStudios Panel Editor, most button styles will be displayed in their final style now, 
which is helpful in the process of panel design.  

New Licensing: see “IMPORTANT NOTES”. 

IMPORTANT NOTES 

The vsmStudio uses an integrated license system to optimally customize and tailor the system to your individual 
control requirements. During the ongoing development and extension of the system’s overall functionally, it 
became necessary to update the license system to account for future requirements. 

Beginning with Version 17.1.1 the format of the license key has changed. Because of this, existing licenses must 
be refreshed. This is merely a reregistration and a new license with the original license volume will be issued. 

Please note that license requests can only be processed during our regular office hours (Mon. – Fri., 09:00 until 
17:00 CET) and that the new license will generally be issued by the next working day. Please plan the license 
update process accordingly, as the vsmStudio cannot be used productive until the new license has been instated. 
If we are informed prior to a system upgrade, we can synchronize the process and provide licenses immediately. 

If you have any questions regarding the process or you require assistance, please contact our service at 
support@lawo.com.  

The actual licensing process is explained in a 5-step process. Please follow the guided steps displayed at the 
startup of the new vsmStudio licensing process to safely get your system updated. It is helpful, however, to 
arrange for enough time for the relicensing. 



   
 

RELEASE COMPONENTS 

The following components are part of Release 17.1.1: 

 vsmStudio Build 2166 

 vsmGadgetServer 5.4.0.248 

 ImageMap 1.2.5 

 vsmDiscover 2.2.10.1 

 vsmEventImport 1.0.6 

 vsmGear B0022 

 vsmPanel 3.4.8.10 

 vsmRemoteMnoplProxy-1.0.16 

 vsmWebPanel-3.0.12 

 vSnmp-2.0.0.12 

SOFTWARE DOWNLOAD 

To enable you to update systems with the latest version, this release can be downloaded from our online 

repository (as of June 19th, 2017). As always, before updating, backup your system and refer to the 

changelogs/release notes to make sure your system can be updated.  

  http://www.lawo.com/download 

 

Best Regards, 

Axel Kern 

Product Management VSM 

http://www.lawo.com/download

